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1917:The Worst Year of The Great War 

 

Some historians have described 1917 as “the worst year of the Great War” for 

Australia and Australians. To what extent is this an accurate statement?  

1917 was undoubtedly the worst year of the Great War for Australia and Australians, 

and greatly impacted many. The death toll that devastated the battlefield was like no 

other year, and caused extreme effects to fall upon both soldiers and the home front. 

Australia was torn apart over the issue of conscription, the national divide destroying 

social groups and further burdening the lives of those still in the country. The true 

horrific experiences of a soldier at war also became common knowledge in 1917, with 

the idea of war being an exciting journey for Australians demolished. These tragedies 

contributed greatly to the devastating effects 1917 had on many. Nonetheless, medical 

advancements were made in the treatment of war injuries, improving the survival 

rates and experiences of severely wounded soldiers. Such advancements were of great 

hope and importance both during the time, and many years into the future.  

 

By the end of 1917, the immense number of deaths had surpassed any other year of 

the war, and yielded horrific impacts upon many. 20 628 men from the Australian 

Imperial Force had died from battle-induced causes whilst abroad, a number that 

seems infinitely greater when compared to the nearly 13 000 lost in 1916, or almost 8 

000 lost in 1915 (Butler, 1943,pg 900). Although all years of the Great War caused 

significant loss, the extremity of those in 1917 makes it all the more devastating. The 

increase in the participation of high-casualty battles was the greatest contributor to the 

severe rise in death rates, with the Battles of Menin Road and the Second Battle of 

Bullecourt being particularly fatal (Australian War Memorial, 2017). The extreme 

loss of life devastated both the soldiers and those on the home front in Australia, 

decreasing spirits and causing much emotional suffering. A decline in numbers also 

would have increased the workload for soldiers, as the same tasks, such as digging 

trenches, were still required, however the lack of manpower slowed and tired the 

soldiers even more than previous years. To further amplify the costs and grimness of 

1917’s death toll, little progress was made on the battlefield (Australian War 

Memorial, 2017). That is not to say that Australian soldiers lost their lives in vain, 

however, the lack of progress adds to the massacre that was experienced in 1917. 

Despite this, the true significance of such a great loss of life lies not in the physical 

effects, but rather in the remembrance that these numbers were living people with 

friends, families, and unique stories to share. The death toll in 1917 was truly horrific, 

and cannot be compared to any other year of the Great War.   

 

Whilst the soldiers on the Western Front experienced tragic losses, a large conflict 

regarding conscription tore the home front apart. Severe drops in Australian 

enlistment occurred, with numbers never exceeding 5 000 in one month nationwide 

(Bean, 1936, pg 871-872). For comparison, roughly 14 000 men signed up each 

month across the nation in 1915, and roughly 10 000 men each month nationwide in 

1916 (Bean, 1936, pg 871-872). As a result of this sudden decrease in new soldiers, 

debates discussing the introduction of conscription in Australia were raised across the 

country. Compulsory military training for men aged 18-60 was already in practice at 

the time, but if conscription were to be introduced, service overseas would also be 

included in this requirement (National Archives of Australia, 2017). Two referendums 

were held addressing the issue of conscription, one in 1916 and another in 1917. Both 



were carried in favour of those against conscription (National Archives of Australia, 

2017). After the first referendum, those for conscription became more passionate for 

the cause, forcing those against it to also become more involved. Propaganda and 

rallies regarding conscription became common, with each side being equally invested 

in spreading their viewpoint. Some propaganda pieces were even created in response 

to each other, such as E.J. Dempsey, Claude Marquet, and W.R. Winspear’s The 

Blood Vote (Australian War Memorial, 1917) (See Source 1) and Fred P. Morris’ A 

Mother’s Lament (Australian War Memorial, 1917) (See Source 2). Both written as 

poems, The Blood Vote details a mother’s guilt and favoured voting against 

conscription, stating “I doomed a man to death…I hear his widow cry in the 

night…They gave me the ballot paper…And I smugly sentenced the man to death” 

(Australian War Memorial, 1917). A Mother’s Lament was created in response to 

show the regret some would feel after voting ‘No’ and favoured voting for 

conscription, stating “I saw a mother…her head was bowed in shame…shrieked she in 

her hopeless grief: “My God! I voted ‘No.’”” (Australian War Memorial, 1917). Both 

pieces were used to appeal to the general public for their side of the issue. Women 

were surprisingly involved in the controversy of conscription, often strong advocates 

for their chosen side and leading many rallies (National Archives of Australia, 2017). 

The involvement of most of Australia’s population at the time made the matter of 

conscription much bigger and contributed greatly to the spread of the issue. The lack 

of unity within the country put strain upon the many citizens already affected by the 

absence of loved ones due to war, and created emotional difficulty. The debates over 

conscription divided the nation, and so the home front suffered greatly throughout the 

duration of 1917.   

 

The despairing truth of war was also fully revealed and known amongst all 

Australians in 1917. When the Great War first broke out, it was portrayed to 

Australians as being a new and exciting adventure, full of glory and honor. This was 

done to encourage young men to enlist. By 1917 however, some soldiers, too injured 

to continue fighting, had returned to Australia, bearing the full after-effects of war, 

both physically and mentally. Missing limbs and facial disfiguration were common, 

and records published in 1943 describe soldiers of the time to be “…suffering from 

confusion, signs of mental and physical exhaustion, acute fears, phobias, amnesia, 

tremor … deafness, speechlessness, visual defects and so forth … “shell-shock”” 

(Butler, 1943,pg 114-115). These returned soldiers were direct representations of the 

terror, harsh conditions, difficulty, and mental strain of the First World War. Letters 

sent back to Australia also captured the despair felt by soldiers still serving. One such 

letter by soldier Erle Neaves, addressed to his sister, discussed how grateful he would 

be to escape with even one arm and one leg, should he survive the War (Neaves, 

1917). He continues, stating that if he does leave the war alive he would rather slit his 

own throat than experience it again (Neaves, 1917). His extreme thoughts towards the 

prospect of going back to war and his uncertainty of survival truly show the 

treacherous struggles that soldiers experienced, whilst his bluntness towards the 

matter demonstrates how the devastating actuality of war had been fully revealed to 

all. The pure exhaustion and strain placed upon soldiers is also shown through a 

photograph by an unknown Australian official photographer, taken in 1917, depicting 

resting soldiers who could easily be mistaken to be dead by the viewer (See Source 3) 

(Unknown Australian Official Photographer, 1917). The resting soldiers appear to be 

drained and weakened, further enforcing the reality of the horrific experiences the 

soldiers in 1917 lived through, and the devastating toll caused by them. The mindsets 



of those on the Battle and Home Fronts became more dejected as the year progressed, 

and many wondered if the fighting would ever cease. Whilst the true difficulty of war 

was realised by some in the earlier years of the Great War, 1917 was the point in 

which it was fully understood by Australia and all Australians.  

 

Amidst the tragedies of 1917 however, multiple medical advancements were achieved 

in the treatment of war injuries. Surgeons, doctors, and nurses had developed methods 

with which they could effectively and efficiently treat patients requiring surgery, 

specifically those who had suffered from head wounds, an injury that often lead to 

death. Expert surgical teams had been formed, and anywhere from 220 to 250 soldiers 

with severe head wounds could be treated in 24 hours (Butler, 1943, pg 306). New 

techniques were also created and used when conducting operations on gunshot 

wounds sustained to the head, predominantly by American surgeon Harvey Cushing 

who decreased his surgery mortality rate to 28.8%, contrary to his previous rate of 

54.5% (Butler, 1943, pg 305). X-ray machines had also been installed, allowing for 

patients to be thoroughly examined to a greater extent (Butler, 1943,pg 304). These 

improvements saved many lives, allowing for multiple Australian soldiers to be 

returned back to their families. More wounded patients could also be assisted, 

decreasing the despairing waiting times that could last for months. The development 

of wooden arms and legs for limbless soldiers also took place, and soldiers were able 

to return to Australia for fittings (Butler, 1943, pg 768). Whilst the wooden limbs 

supplied were far from the prosthetics of today, they enabled soldiers to regain some 

mobility and integrate back into society much easier. This provided limbless soldiers 

the opportunity to focus their attention on any other war injuries or after-effects they 

may have sustained. These medical advancements affected the lives of many, and 

provided hope during the hardships of the war.  

 

Overall, the belief that some historians share of 1917 being “the worst year of the 

Great War” for Australia and Australians is extremely accurate in all regards, with the 

exception of the medical field. The horrendous death toll, extreme conflict on the 

home front, and depressing realisation of the true experience of war all consumed 

1917, causing many to suffer through an atrocious year of events. However, the 

improvements and advancements that occurred in the medical field bore great positive 

impact upon Australian soldiers, and enabled many wounded to experience a more 

effective and efficient treatment. With these issues considered, it can be concluded 

that 1917 was truly the worst year of the Great War for Australia and Australians on 

all fronts, excluding the medical field.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix 

 

Source 1: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This black and white Conscription Referendum leaflet in favour of a ‘No’ vote 

referred to a mother’s guilt. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Source 2: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This black and white Conscription Referendum leaflet in favour of a ‘Yes’ vote was 

written in response to The Blood Vote. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Source 3: 

 

 
 

"Unidentified Australian troops resting beside their rifles after the occupation of 

Bapaume, on 17 March 1917. They appear to be completely exhausted." 
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